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500 Eye Makeup Styles is a collection of gorgeous eye looks for every occasion! Filled up with
designs for each skill and patience level, it is possible to play up your most significant feature
with appears from different eras, an ideal smokey attention, theatrical looks, and even wild
nature-inspired appears! From everyday "work-appears" that never obtain boring, to fantasy-
inspired eyes shadow with glitter and rhinestones, this guidebook provides amazing searches
for breaking out of the neutral eyes shadow-black mascara rut. With 500 Eye Makeup Styles,
you'll will have the stunning look.
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disappointment for me, not for you I'd have liked it, because there have been a lot of good
idea's, but really she could have included SOME tips on application, even if it was just some
blending tips to get a few of the looks. The format of the book is fantastic 4 beginnners, like
me.. But most of the looks are really extremely advanced looks and just a little guidance could
have made me love it, unfortunately I can pull up plenty of looks online to get Just Idea's.
Definitely a book for the creative minded.. This is an extremely nice filled with great examples
from the novice to the . Quite to look at, but not useful in anyway. This book is just a couple of
pictures of people's eye makeup and nothing else and for that reason I only gave it 3 stars.
Just shows pictures, not really the technique on how best to do the art.. The 99% of the
content is eye pictures, which I prefer. I didn't need a step-by-step book. It has fun eyesight
makeups but I discover some of them a little rough (some crease eyeshadows not so well
blended, no sharp clean eyeliner. I like this book for the most part I love this book generally,
but being that we now have only photos (excellent ones, I would add), it's a little bit difficult
trying to figure out how to replicate some looks..) But nonetheless pretty awesome.. If there
were more tutorials, this would be a perfect book. USELESS BOOK FOR MAKE-UP ARTISTS.. I
assume if you are really good at applying eye makeup it might be a great reserve for you to
get idea's. the BOOK ONLY Displays Eyes no advice how exactly to put the make-up ON.. Its
not necessary how to should anyone ever put attention shadow on your own eyes... It is ment
for people who like colorful attention looks.. You can follow, and the great colors and
combinations are simply fantastic.I enjoy deploying it a lot.Many thanks,Rochelle Inspiring
Inspiring! I enjoy that one thank you! Weak. It is ment for those who like colorful eye looks The
book includes a softcover. It's just pic of eye. No how exactly to or anything. Not really worth
the amount of money.. Thats what I was looking for and that is why I was very disappointed...
The format of the book is excellent 4 beginnners Just received the book yesterday, haven’t
used it yet. This is a very nice full of great examples from the novice to the professional.. Five
Stars This book was arrived in excellent conditions.
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